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i am not a scholar but i listen to his programs and i was found that mr. ghamidi's thought is not like extremist thought. but i remember some of extremist views of benazir bhutto, like she showed the land of a pure aryan race in punjab. i think it was a long time ago and it should not be pointed out by any body. i think it is better to give a

chance to mr. ghamidi's views. it is true that he does not have any background in islamic literature, but still he is a muslim and he is able to explain the islamic teachings which even a mufassir cannot. i think the book of mr. ghamidi is very interesting and useful. it is not necessary that all people should agree with him because some people
have disagreement on some points of his book. i am not a scholar but i listen to his programs and i was found that mr. ghamidi's thought is not like extremist thought. but i remember some of extremist views of benazir bhutto, like she showed the land of a pure aryan race in punjab. i think it was a long time ago and it should not be pointed out
by any body. i think it is better to give a chance to mr. ghamidi's views. it is true that he does not have any background in islamic literature, but still he is a muslim and he is able to explain the islamic teachings which even a mufassir cannot. assalamu alaikum, this is not the first time i was in touch with this gentleman. i studied the following in

his book: 1. the book of the quran. 2. the book of the sunnah. 3. the book of fiqh. 4. the book of the history of islam. 5. the book of the history of the arabs. 6. the book of the history of the world. 7. some books of history of western civilization. 8. some books of western history. 9. a book on the science of religion. 10. a book on some general
issues. 11. some other issues. 12. 13. 14. 15. a few books of a few great theologians. 16. some books on other issues. the book of mr. ghamidi is not available for everyone to read.
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ghamidi holds a joint affiliation as an academic professor at the college of law, pakistan (islamic university, al-azhar university, al-noor university and the united arab emirates university).[1] he additionally has a joint affiliation as an islamic scholar (teacher) in the international authority of ulama (iau) research institute in al-azhar, egypt. as a
base for many of his writings. ghamidi additionally has a joint affiliation as a muslim civilian in the countrys council on foreign relations. ghamidi resides in islamabad, pakistan. he additionally has a joint affiliation as a muslim civilian in the countrys council on foreign relations. ghamidi primarily works as an islamic modernist theologist.

ghamidi[citation needed] is the founding father of the da`wah organization of pakistan, an islamic think tank established in 1984, to better study the spread of wahhabi islam in pakistan and to counter extremism. ghamidi additionally controls a think tank called the international academy of islamic thought (iait) which is a joint affiliation of a
number of others in the family of the dawah institute, including the dawah organization and the zahir media organization. he additionally controls the dawah translation institute, and the zawak translation institute, both of which translate islamic religious texts. in 2010 he published a biography of muhammad; islam in the world, the biography

is estimated to have sold over a million copies and is one of the best-selling urdu religious books of all time in the country. ghamidi has also authored numerous biographies of muslim religious figures such as the sufi saint and founder of the chishti order shah abdul latif bhitai, mirza ghulam ahmad, and others. 5ec8ef588b
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